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Abstract 

      

     In this paper will be reviewed about the ability and competence of Indonesian librarian. 

The method utilized in this paper is that the literature review. Materials that are obtained 

thuman resourcesough this literature review area unit collected, reviewed and analyzed. 

Supported the results of the studies that are done distinguished that the certification of ability 

for librarians.  It is  an important circuit to support the expertness of librarians. There area 

unit many basic reasons for the necessity for certification: (1) creating librarians a lot of 

acknowledged by the general public, (2) motivating librarians to advance, (c) making 

government pay a lot of attention to the librarian profession, (3) offers a way of justice for 

librarians, and (e) is used as a minimum normal of post. librarian competency certification 

program has the objectives of: (1) up library services, (2) motivating librarians to invariably 

improve their skills, (3) up the image librarians and libraries within the community (4) 

steering for libraries or librarians for worker choice and retention of existing workers, (5) 

knowing that librarians' skills ought to be upgraded in skills or librarians should be accrued 

data, (6) improve library education schemes for librarians. On the opposite hand, this 

certification is very important so as to face world competition. With a certificate of 

competence, an individual librarian can get proof of written recognition of the competence of 

the work he down, and is predicted to boost the expertness and existence. 
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Introduction 
 

     Indonesia must be prepared to contend with different nations, one of which is rivalry in 

the realm of work. Also, librarians is one of the calling, must partake and participate in the 

opposition of the universe of work. Then again, in accordance with Article 1, Regulation No. 

43 of 2007 on Libraries, Librarians are people who have skills increased thuman 

resourcesough instruction and/or preparing in librarianship and has the obligation and duty to 

complete the administration and administration of the library. Besides, in Article 29, section 

(1) expresses that the library staff consists of librarians and library specialized work force; it 

is stipulated in passage (2) that the Librarian as alluded to in passage (1) might meet the 

capabilities as per national gauges library. In light of the above introduction, the confirmation 

of the competency trial of librarians is an absolute necessity that a custodian must do 

deliberately when they would prefer not to be disposed of in the aggressive universe of work 

that is worldwide in the present period.  

     An administrator must be equipped in his field. What's more, the ability must be tried, 

which is then given a certificate of acknowledgment that a bookkeeper is capable in his field. 

Fitness influences crafted by librarians and has a positive esteem, implying that the higher the 

capability of librarians, the higher the execution of librarians. Takeoff from the above 

clarification, the creators are intrigued to dissect the accreditation of competency test as a 

push to enhance the demonstrable skill and presence of librarians. This leaves from the 

possibility that with a specific end goal to enhance the polished methodology and presence of 

a librarians, a competency test must be led on the field of work. 

      The technique utilized as a part of composing this article is writing study. Writing study 

is an approach to tackle issues by following the wellsprings of composing at any point made 

some time recently. At the end of the day, the term writing study is likewise extremely 

acquainted with the writing study. There are a few techniques that should be possible to 

ponder writing, for example, censure, look at, abridge, and blend a writing. Withdrawing 

from the above clarification, at that point the strategy utilized as a part of this paper is the 

investigation of writing with accentuation on the part of peeling, compressing and gathering a 

writing, at that point given the examination. 
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CHAPTER I 
Certification of Indonesian Lbrarian: A Requirement 

 
 
 

     Skill is characterized as a benchmark to decide the degree to which a man's capacity to 

utilize learning and capacity. There are two sorts of abilities required by librarians to be 

specific expert fitness and person. The opposition is separated into thuman resourcesee 

gatherings specifically First, the opposition as a system component. Second, the opposition as 

an activity that is control over the creation of information claimed items. Third, rivalry as a 

culture is the way or conduct embraced to react to the impact of the market framework. There 

are two principle routes in which the opposition works. To begin with thuman resourcesough 

motivating forces the desire of advance in innovation, association and endeavors made by the 

organization by giving extra pay or limit building custodian. Second choice, play out the 

competency test librarians in a specific period.  

     Moreover, Librarians should likewise be capable in the authority of correspondence and 

data innovation. The issues looked by center and primary librarians are absence of 

recognition with outside dialects and are less comfortable with correspondence and data 

advances. This leads librarians to be “minimized gatherings” in the data society, since 

correspondence is all the more frequently to utilize Competence is characterized as a 

benchmark to know how far a man's capacity to utilize information and capacity. There are 

two sorts of capabilities required by librarians in particular expert skill and person. The 

opposition is partitioned into thuman resourcesee gatherings to be specific First, rivalry as a 

procedure system. Second, the opposition as an activity that is control over the generation of 

information claimed items.  

     Third, rivalry as a culture is the way or conduct embraced to react to the impact of the 

market framework. There are two principle courses in which the opposition works. To begin 

with thuman resourcesough impetuses the desire of advance in innovation, association and 

endeavors made by the organization by giving extra wage or limit building custodian. Second 

thuman resourcesough determination (choice), play out the competency test librarians in a 

specific period. Moreover, Librarians should likewise be capable in the authority of 

correspondence and data innovation. 

     In Indonesia, the way of life of custodian rivalry is still low. This can be seen from the act 

of librarians that occur all libraries, just a couple of messages that take clients from attention 

to buy, not as per the general inclination of client needs. Librarians are still exceptionally 

basic and constantly construct themselves just with respect to individual interests, even 

overlook that the library as a wellspring of data. For instance mentality of obliviousness, 

terrible conduct, not dynamic part in use of data accessible in library. Numerous librarians 

are scanning for different libraries by client fulfillment.  

     According Sulistyo Basuki , there are some foundation establishment of ability norms, 

including: 1. The nearness of low confidence is either perceived or not in the Indonesian 

work compel when contrasted and the workforce from outside. Mediocrity that influences the 

intensity in the realm of work. Field encounter demonstrates that the work execution of 

Indonesian librarians who have ace degree programs from Indonesia are not substandard 

compared to proportional alumni from abroad, for example, from Malaysia, Philippines and 

India. 2. Fast mechanical advances, particularly in the field of data innovation or likewise 
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called data and correspondence innovation requires that librarians take after improvements 

and have the capacity to use learning 3. Get ready to confront the massive globalization  

move ment.  

     The capacity to contend Indonesian librarians abroad, in any event in international 

condition. For Indonesian librarians working overseas, they should get a graduate degree 

from an advanced education foundation perceived by proficient associations. For Indonesia, 

postgraduate training establishments are as yet licensed by the National Accreditation Board 

and there is no assertion with respect to their skill. The accreditation program has been 

controlled in Government Regulation no. 23 of 2004 on National Board of Professional 

Certification.  In Article 1 of the Government Regulation, it is clarified that what is meant by 

the affirmation of work ability is a procedure of giving competency certificates that are 

directed deliberately and dispassionately thuman resourcesough competency tests that allude 

to Indonesian national and/or global working competency gauges. Besides in point 2 clarified 

that the Indonesian National Work Competency Standards is a plan of work capacity that 

incorporates parts of information, abilities and/or aptitude and work mentality significant to 

the execution of the obligations and states of office stipulated as per the arrangements of 

relevant enactment.  

     The librarians competency affirmation program has been commanded in the Regulation 

number 43 of 2007 on the library in article 1, Paragraph (8) expressing that the librarians is a 

man who has the fitness increased thuman resourcesough instruction and/or preparing 

librarianship and has the obligation and duty to execute the administration and administration 

libraries. Moreover, in the clarification segment for Article 11, Paragraph (1) letter d 

mentioned that which referred to the standard of labor force libraries also includes academic 

qualifications, competencies, and certification.  

     Librarian competency affirmation program has additionally been controlled in the 

Regulation of the Minister of Administrative Reform and Bureaucratic Reform No. 9 of 2014 

on the places of librarians and  assessments of article 33 specified that (1) To enhance fitness 

and demonstrable skill, the librarian who will take the position must take after and finish the 

test capability. (2) Excluded of the competency test as alluded to in passage (1) for Librarians 

who as of now have a certificate of ability.  

     So it is certain that from the above comprehension, librarians in playing out the 

assignments are required as takes after: 1). Have skills increased thuman resourcesough 

instruction and/or preparing librarianship. 2). Increment ability and polished skill by 

following and finishing competency test. c). Having competency confirmation While the 

affirmation of librarian capability is the way toward ensuring the ability of the librarian to the 

librarian who has meet the models of library work performed deliberately and equitably 

thuman resourcesough competency tests that allude to the National Work Competency 

Standards in the Library. 

     Librarian accreditation is a means or instrument to accomplish an objective isn't an end in 

itself, however done to the nature of the standard librarian with the goal that it can effect 

enhancing the nature of library administrations. Librarian affirmation is additionally a frame 

acknowledgment of learning, aptitudes, demeanor conduct in the field of data science and 

library. A portion of the fundamental purposes behind the requirement for librarian 

confirmation are: (1) making librarians more recognized by the community, (2) self-inspiring 
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librarians to propel, (3) influence the government to give careful consideration to the 

librarian's calling, (4) give a feeling of equity to the librarian, and (5) can be utilized as a base 

standard of librarian's capacity. 

     The main reason for the certification of librarians, namely: (1). Making librarians more 

recognized by the community, (2). Self-motivating librarian to advance, (3). Making the 

government pay more attention to the librarian profession, (4). Provide a sense of justice for 

librarians, and (5). Can be used as a minimum standard of librarian's ability. Librarian 

competency certification program has objectives, namely: (1).Improvee library services, 

(2).Motivatee librarians to always improve skills. (3).Improvee the image of librarians and 

libraries in the community. (4).Guidancee for librarians or library leaders for employee 

selection and retention of existing employees, (5).Knowingg which librarian's skills should be 

upgraded or the librarian to be upgraded, (6).Improvee library education programs for 

librarians. By having a certificate of competence librarians then a librarian will get proof of 

written recognition of the competence of the work he mastered. Especially for librarian civil 

servant's librarian functional officials, certification is a must as set in Regulation of the 

Minister of State Apparatus Empowerment No. 9 -2014 that librarians who will be promoted 

must follow and pass competency test or have a certificate of competence. Librarian 

competence, recently received serious attention and various circles, especially from library 

practitioners. This problem is becoming increasingly urgent because of the demands of user 

needs and the rapid development of information technology and dynamic. In fact, 

competence is always evolving along with the development of technology.  

     The Special Libraries Association  in 1996 formulated two types of competencies in the 

21st century that must be owned by educators, students, practitioners and employees, namely 

professional competence and individual competence. However, in June 2003 (SLA, 2003: 2) 

this formula was revised and added one core competence, which is the hook of professional 

competence and individual competence. To know a librarian has the competence or not, how 

the level of competence required a reference. That reference is called the standard. The 

existence of a standard Librarian competence is necessary.  

    There are at least thuman resourcesee parties who have an interest in the competency 

standards of librarians: First is the library. For libraries, librarian competency standards can 

be used as a guide to recruit librarians and develop training programs so that librarians will 

have competence or improve their competence. Second is the institution of certification 

librarians. For certification bodies librarians, librarian competency standards can be used as a 

reference in conducting performance assessment of librarians and certification tests of 

librarians.  While the third party is a librarian. Librarian standards for librarian competence 

can be used as a reference to measure the ability to hold the position of librarian who became 

one of the requirements to lead an institution or library institution. The Special Library 

Association distinguishes competencies into 2 types: professional competence and personal. 
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CHAPTER II 
Realizing Professional Librarians 

 

     Librarian demonstrable skill means the execution of library exercises in view of the 

aptitude and awareness of other's expectations as a library director. Mastery turns into the 

integral factor in producing work and taking care of issues that may emerge. While the duty 

is a procedure of librarian work that isn't only a schedule, however constantly joined by the 

endeavors of value exercises thuman resourcesough right work techniques. The attributes of a 

librarian's polished skill can be seen in view of qualities attributes as takes after: 1. Have 

information, abilities, aptitudes and skill in the field. 2. Have a high level of freedom. 3. Can 

team up and cooperate. 4. Continuously benefit arranged and maintain the code of morals of 

librarians. 5. Continuously look forward or future-situated. Polished skill in each librarian 

work is presently totally important, by having an administration work with a principled on 

individual based administration and administration magnificence that the outcomes are relied 

upon to meet client fulfillment. 

      The positive effect is the part librarians are progressively valued by many circles and the 

picture of the library will rise. Amusingly, the librarian of today, demonstrable skill is just to 

enhance themselves and not to enhance the organization. Truth be told, each ability he has is 

just situated to economic esteem alone. With respect to the advance of the establishment just 

a little part that can be given. It is obviously a typical test to settle profession strategy and 

administration framework approaches in the improvement of librarian assets. The request is a 

characteristic thing, in light of the fact that the librarian's calling is still underestimated, both 

as far as economics (welfare), grant, and the consideration of the government. Institutionally, 

vocation advancement for proficient librarians this must be remade as a superior nature of his 

expert self-change. Librarians as callings ought to want to enhance their efficiency and 

execution to profit for the penniless. Wants that can not be isolated from the requirements 

and desires of the person where he works. In light of its opposition conduct and demonstrable 

skill is one approach to accomplish that want. 

     Certificates ingested in Indonesian are from Latin Mid certificatum, Latin End certificatus 

means to fortify, stamp. Affirmation or confirmation (Great Dictionary of Bahasa Indonesia, 

ed 4, 2010). Concerning librarians, affirmation is said in some administrative items, in spite 

of the fact that not specifically as regulation No. 43 of 2007 on Library, Government 

Regulation No. 24 of 2014 on the usage of regulation No..43 of 2007 on Library, the choice 

of the Head of National Library of Indonesia. The order of Government Regulation No. 24 of 

2014 in the structure of the execution of the law on libraries, it must making it a worry for 

librarians, and additionally libraries as a rule. 

      Because one of the articles that must be used as a foothold for librarians who want to 

maintain his position, namely article on the promotion and competence of the librarian 

profession. Certification in question is a series of certificate issuance activities to the process, 

products, or human resources that meet the required standards (Elucidation of Government 

Regulation No. 24 of 2014). Government Regulation Number 24 Years 2014, article 34 states 

that:  

(1) The librarian must possess professional competence and personal competence; 
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(2) The professional competence as referred to in article 1. covers aspects of knowledge,  

      expertise, and work attitude;  

(3)  The personal competence referred to in article  1.  includes aspects of personality and  

      social interaction;  

(4) Further provisions on the competence of librarians shall be regulated by the Regulation of  

      the Head of National Library of the Republic of Indonesia. Meanwhile, the sound of 

article 35:  

       1).  Librarians must have a competency certificate; 

       2). The competence certificate as referred to in article 1. shall become the basis 

              consideration for improvement of librarian's career; 

       3). The competence certificate as referred to in article 1. is provided by 

              certification body; 

       4). Further provisions concerning the certification body as referred to in article 3. shall  

             be stipulated by a Regulation of the Head of National Library of the Republic of   

             Indonesia. 

      Accreditation is the way toward giving confirmation of skills completed precise and 

objective thuman resourcesough a skill standard alludes to competency work Indonesia 

national/as well as worldwide. While fitness is the capacity of a man that incorporates 

information, abilities and state of mind to work that can be seen in total the activity or errand 

as per execution guidelines that are connected. There are thuman resourcesee unique sorts of 

capability general abilities, i.e. librarians center competency and skill. Skill right now this is 

still gone for librarians graduates (first degree). Accreditation the capability of the work is the 

way toward conceding confirmation of fitness directed methodically what's more, objective 

thuman resourcesough a fitness Standard alludes to the competence of National Library of the 

Republic of Indonesia as well as global. Universal benchmarks are utilized, among different 

items International Standardization Organization embraced in Indonesia language. 

     Librarian sertification could be a suggests that or instrument to accomplish associate 

objective is not associate finish in itself, but done to the character of professional person 

principles so as to completely have an effect on enhancing the character of library 

administrations. professional person confirmation is likewise a sort of acknowledgment of 

learning, aptitudes, disposition conduct within the field of information science and library.  

     A portion of the essential functions behind the necessity for professional person 

enfranchisement are: (1) .Making librarians a lot of recognized by society, (2). Self-

persuading professional person to propel, (3). Influence the govt to grant careful thought to 

the professional person line, (4). provides a sense of equity to the professional person, and 

(5). may be used as a base customary of librarian's capability. professional person ability 

confirmation program has targets, in particular: (1). Enhance library administrations, (2). spur 

librarians to reliably enhance their aptitudes, (3). Enhance the image of librarians and 

libraries within the community, (4). Direction for librarians or library pioneers for 

representative determination and maintenance of existing employees, (5). Knowing that 

professional person's aptitudes need to be overhauled his skills or the librarian need to 

improved data, (6). Enhance library coaching programs for librarians.  
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     By having a certificate of fitness professional persons then a librarian can get proof of 

composed acknowledgment of the talent of the work he aced. notably for professional person 

of functionary, that's utilitarian officer of professional person, enfranchisement is associate 

unquestionable demand as managed in Regulation of Minister of Utilization of State 

equipment no. 09. 2014, the professional person who can take up the position should take 

once and end the ability take a look at or have a certificate of fitness. The term of fitness and 

professional is capital that has to be possessed by every individual in finishing the exercises 

of the line, be it government workers, non-public employees and people. Capability manages 

one's gifts and capacities in an exceedingly relative line.  

     For instance, once someone is provided within the field of library, clearly he as of 

currently has a capability within the science, as an example, creating a listing, order variety, 

authority professional person, or subject examiner. Learning and preparing is just a science to 

increase the talent. whereas polished methodology is a lot of institutional, that means that the 

professional is there once someone is have the power to ace and comprehend the sphere of 

line as per the vision and mission of the muse. it's out of the question for people to figure in 

library foundations, their mastery in material science.  

     Despite the actual fact that the individual must learn liberal arts is exceptionally 

exhausting to grasp and build it. Since polished talent is a rendezvous of callings and 

aptitudes custom to the explanation and vision of the association's exercises. For librarians, 

the soul of capability and polished methodology could be a basic would like that has to be 

aced. Them 2 square measure dynamic movers in enjoying out their capacities and 

obligations within the field of office that the question of its exercises incorporates the 

wellspring of information and data whose intention is squarely served to the library 

consumer.  

     How librarians will serve the wants of a very fascinating and diverse society, if not have 

the talent and high polished methodology in giving data sources. during this manner, 

associate assortment of shoppers need numerous knowledge, requiring librarians enhance 

their capability by acing 3 kinds of learning, to be specific: 1. Data of the supply book of 

statistics; 2. Understanding of applicable media choice; 3. Experience of series content. 

     The thuman resourcesee information above is a method or an essential to accomplish the 

coveted objective of crossing over the world of learning with library clients. The nature of the 

librarian is measured by the comprehension of vision and mission, the capacity to depict 

program, client prerequisite distinguishing proof capacity, capacity to choose and sort 

different sorts of genuine information, the capacity to process information deliberately so 

effectively found and the capacity to impart the wellsprings of information possessed. 

Despite the fact that librarians just take in the idea of specialized administrations, there is 

nobody to learn other science. Specialized work, for example, indexing, classification, and 

library administration, in the meantime he should look for new information and experience.  

       This competency is required so librarians can and can exploit the opportunities of each 

major activity. At the point when librarians make indexes and classification numbers, there 

are other sciences that can be valuable and supportive in the profession, for instance, he can 

recognize what the subjects and accumulations of libraries have been given, and for instance 

we can not discover other reference sources from other institutional computerized sites. 

Related with ability controlled by professional librarians, no less than a librarian should seek 
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after and explore one a player in library science. For instance librarians who are specialists in 

inventorying and classification must comprehend the utilization of the Library of Congress or 

Dewey Decimal Classification guidelines.  

     Similarly, in the event that he is keen on turning into a consultant librarian, obviously, 

should often read the point of the field of intrigue. However as far as learning and 

administration he is master and gifted utilize it. Why is certification considered so important 

to a profession?. It's been clarified that certification of ability is a form of acknowledgment 

that a man can do some work. In the library world, certification is helpful to create library 

chiefs as per the requirements.  

     Positive effect posted for the librarian's own profession, certification moves toward 

becoming confirmation or acknowledgment of their capacities. With a declaration of 

capability, they can pick opportunities for reasonable and proper profession improvement. In 

this manner certification can be a way to expand vocation stepping stool and pace themselves 

to be more professional and accomplish quality work comes about and can be represented. By 

having a testament of ability, the librarians will have high trust in leading an offer of position 

or occupation with the client. Furnished with a declaration of fitness, the librarian 

additionally won't be cumbersome to speak with fellow librarian.  

     Then for the library foundation, certification is extremely helpful in leading librarian 

enlistment. Up until this point, quality affirmation of human resorces is for the most part done 

thuman resourcesough school or preparing certification. This came about somebody likes to 

seek after a degree in a moment route rather than to expand learning. In any case, in actuality 

numerous instructive foundations are as yet not dependable as a quality affirmation, it is 

apparent that labor clients are generally forced to do their own testing of an extensive number 

of candidates. After that, it is still needed to do preparatory preparing which is additionally 

not shabby cost. That as well happens in the overseas library. Librarians who completed the 

preparation in the wake of coming back to the workplace were as yet numerous who have not 

demonstrated the change of capacity of course. Amid this time the work encounter is 

dependably a limitation for work searchers. The genuine encounter isn't a quality affirmation. 

Experience is illustrative of capacity estimation. With the certification of fitness that 

guarantees the capacity, the experience necessities turn out to be less pertinent. Later on, it is 

normal that with the certification, the library isn't hard to locate a capable librarian. Just 

saying the sort and level of librarian certification required, then the librarian being referred to 

will soon be acquired. It is sufficiently even to say the sort and level of certification of the 

librarian. Furthermore, for instructive organizations, certification turns into the premise in 

giving a professional training bundle to librarians with an educational module that alludes to 

the set up standard of ability.  

      For formal eduction organizations, certification turns into the benchmark of the 

achievement of the training program they hold. In the event that their graduates end up being 

numerous who breeze thuman resourcesough the competency test and acquire an 

authentication of capability, then the instructive establishment gets more and will naturally 

get acknowledgment of his understudies. On the off chance that the acknowledgment is as of 

now possessed, then the effect of instructive foundations like this will be less demanding to 

discover understudies. For librarians who feel their capability isn't adequate to take after their 

certification can take an interest in professional instruction bundles organized by non-formal 
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instruction foundations that give professional preparing. The presence of certification will 

make it less demanding librarian's professional organization in creating vocation 

improvement programs for its individuals. Professional organizations have the duty of setting 

up its individuals in confront certification by methods for jail exercises, direction, and help. 

Regardless of whether professional organizations are solid, they can set up a Professional 

Certification Institute to affirm librarians. This thought is often examined, yet before to start 

with should be examined and arranged the necessities of its formation. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

     Certification is a progression of declaration issuance exercises on procedures, items, or 

human resources that meet the required gauges. Certification of the competency trial of 

librarians is an effort to demonstrate the presence of librarian professionalism, 

notwithstanding perceiving the presence of the librarian's own particular profession. 

Certification of work skill is a procedure of giving competency certification that is done 

methodicallly and impartially thuman resourcesough competency test which alludes to 

Indonesian National and International Work Competency Standard. Universal gauges utilized 

incorporate the International Standardization Organization. The certification of competency 

test for librarians at last comes down to how to enhance the librarian's professionalism.  

     The acknowledgment of the librarian's profession must be trailed by the change of the 

nature of the librarian and the acknowledgment that the librarian's profession can have 

aggressiveness. To get such acknowledgment, the certification of the profession turns into an 

absolute necessity for the librarian profession. Librarian certification means to increase 

professional acknowledgment that effects vocation improvement and rank. The foundation in 

charge of ensuring librarians is the Certification Board of Librarian Profession in the National 

Library of Indonesia. This organization is a free establishment authorized by the National 

Agency for Professional Certification and goes about as a national librarian certification 

supplier.  

     The certification procedure is helped out methodicallly and impartially thuman 

resourcesough the appraisal. Efficient implies that the certification procedure is done as per 

techniques, strategies, and assets. What's more, target implies that the certification procedure 

is finished with reference to the Indonesian National Performance Competency Standards 

Library Field. Fitness The librarian to be tried contains components of information, aptitudes, 

and demeanors. In an occupation, fitness is characterized as a self evident capacity to apply 

information, abilities and work state of mind as per the prerequisites of position or occupation 

in performing individual obligations successfully as per relevant tenets. A librarian is 

announced skillful when it meets that components. 
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